The Ashen Hunters
First came the horns. Then you could hear the
crashing. When you saw the bloom of firelight
through the trees something told your heart to
quicken, and your stomach to knot.
Banners and capes like fire, armor like hot
steel, long arms and masked faces
Great riding creatures shrieking terror

Trial: Escaping

the

Fire

The Hunters of Fire will not speak or
ignore the Apprentice. If they choose to
fight, flee or sneak away, take half their
Steel. If they attempt to threaten, fool or
use words, they are overwhelmed by the
Hunt's Fire Magic take half their Flame.
Play this out, then draw a Red Card and
Green Card, and tell how the Apprentice
blacks out, and wakes covered in ash,
alone, and somehow still intact.

The Den of Wolves
There is the scent of blood and corpse.
Then the shivering sense of being watched.
Suddenly it's too quiet, too still. And then
something snarls.
Their wiry fur, and green glowing eyes
Their emaciated frames, and pearl white teeth
An element from earlier in the story
Do they speak?

Trial: The Wolfpack's Quarry
The wolves are ready to feast, and
the Apprentice is flesh enough for the
pack. If the wolfpack attacks them, the
Apprentice must draw three Red Cards
and pick the one that makes sense in the
aftermath. Once they escape, destroy or
halt the wolfpack, draw a Green Card.

The Broken T ower
This tower is barely more than a pile of rocks,
so old and ruined that it unsettles just to look
at it. Inside, high in a window, there is a pale
yellow candle glowing, and something flashing
like a bright glint off of the highest point.
The heavy scent of rain on the wind
The smell of a wood fire

Scene: The Keeper

of the

Tower

If the Apprentice chooses to explore or
call out to the Tower, the light goes out
immediately. A sudden darkness swoops
over them, and they sleep. When they
wake the next morning, they are dressed in
fine clothes, all white, and laying on hard
stone, at the top of the tower. All their
belongings are nearby, neatly sorted. After
this, or if they avoid the Tower entirely, draw
a Green Card and take 3 from all Traits.

The Pits of Black Ivy
The ground gives way to a sliding tumble
down a gravelly slope. Suddenly the earth is
slick stone, and all around everything is black
ivy. The coiling plant nets over everything in
this deep cave, and grows knee high.
The steady echo of dripping of water
The shafts of light, from where?

Scene: The Pathmoths
It's clear this cavern is vast and winding,
to navigate it will be very difficult. If the
Apprentice cannot imagine a plausible
way back up the slope, they must Test to
seek a way through the Caves. If they
Fail white moths suddenly fill the tunnels,
resting everywhere, and where they don't
land reveals a clear path out, take one
from their Steel. Whenever they find their
way onward draw a Green Card.

The Cauldron
As if the cauldron itself had rolled through
the thicket of it's own free will, the great iron
thing now sits still, in a pile of brambles at
the end of a long rut in the earth. Could it
have been dragged here?
The smell of something sickly and sweet
The unsettling quiet that descends as soon
as you go near it.

Scene: The Whispersmoke
If the Apprentice approaches the Cauldron
at all, the lid will open slightly and a thick,
grey smoke will roil out. From the smoke
there is a voice. It wants three rabbits
in trade for a secret. If the Apprentice
complies, the secret is something that
frightens them, reduce their Steel to one
and draw a Green Card.

The Storm
Somewhere high above the trees the sound of
thunder shakes. Wind pushes the branches,
and the air is alive with the scent of rain.
Did you bring magic or gear for this?

Scene: Traveling Wet
The Storm will not let up for some time. If
the Apprentice makes camp, ask them how
they spend the time, and reduce all their
Traits by two. While waiting they can draw
from the Blue Deck for another traveler
that might want to share their shelter. Then
draw Green when the Storm lets up.
If they continue to travel in the rain, have
them draw a Red Card for the treachery
of the road, and then they reach an Orange
Card, wet, miserable and exhausted.

The Graveyard
Oh, how did you come here? This is a place
for the dead, a sacred part of the Mystwood.
The pale blue lights that flicker in the fog
The pale sky overhead

Trial: Ghost Stories
To pass the Graveyard without disturbing the
dead, the Apprentice must Test their Fate.
A Pass and they make it onward, draw a
Green Card. A Fail and they are stopped by
something indiscernible in the Fog.
The spectre wants only a story to be told,
which is a Test of Flame. Fail this Test, or
Flee or Retaliate, and the ghost will banish the
Apprentice from the Graveyard in a terrifying
spell of blue flame - draw a Red Card. A
Success and the Ghost vanishes, at peace
from the tale. Behind where the spectre had
appeared is a path out of the graveyard. Next
draw a Green Card.

The Bog of Stench
What putrid place is this? The ground is
muck and stagnant water. Gurgling geysers
of smoke and revulsive froth pock-mark the
landscape. But the worst is the smell. The
very stench of this bog is unbearable.
The belching of geyser and the croak of
toads that dart through the muck
The broken stepways long since abandoned

Trial: The Road Through
To go anywhere in this bog the Apprentice
must Test their Steel. Every step is an effort
to avoid gagging, every foothold a crumbling
chance to fall into the slime and muck that
stinks so horribly. A Pass and they make
it through slowly. A Fail and they find
themselves acquainted with the stenchwater until they can clean up they cannot roll more
than 2 Flame because they smell so awful.
Play this out and then draw a Green Card.

The Jester
High up in a tree sits the Jester, their bright
colors contrasted against the canopy. Their
cackling laughter cuts the forest thrum.
The Jester's shrill laugh
The smell of something burning

Scene: Laughing With You
The Jester is a malevolent and unsettling
fool, their entire motivation is to make the
Apprentice laugh, but also to feel awful.
Should the Apprentice wish to resist this,
have them Test Fate to hold steady.
If they are undaunted by the Jester, they
draw and Orange Card. If they are upset
or unsettled by the Jester, they loose 2 in
all Traits and draw a Green Card.
The Jester will only harass them so long as
the Jester's tree is within Line of Sight.

The Burned T own
The smell of blood lingers with ashes and
pitch. These fires were not accident, and these
pyres were not burned out of respect.
The ghost-lights of those who died
The wind that sounds like distant wailing

Trial: Escaping

the

Fire Eaters

The Fire Eaters are skeletal creatures, with
blackened limbs, and glowing red-candle
flame eyes. They stir ashes and blacken
bones. They consume towns. But their
greatest feast is a frightened and fiery
soul, kindled by their fearsome attacks.
The few remaining here will be licking up
the scraps of the burned town. When they
smell a fresh soul, they will give chase.
Test Fate to escape them. Best or escape
them is Green, Fail and draw a Black Card.

The Aurubryn
The way here passes near to a great black
tree. All around it the earth is dry, like
cracked skin, and littered with pale bones.
The cobwebs everywhere
The strange, piercing cold that lingers here

Scene: Song

of the

Aurubryn

The Aurubryn is a giant owl, with glowing
green eyes that may or may not see. The
owl's voice is low and sounds like the
humming of many deep voices. But when
it sings it's song, all who listen are cast
back to the memories of the earth, and the
visions of the Mystwood.
Should the Apprentice listen, have them
Test their Stars to remain calm. Pass and
draw Green, Fail and they are haunted by
what they see, Draw 1 Red & Orange card.

The Feral Prince
The stench of rotted meat and sickly blood
is everywhere here. The Prince's kingdom is a
rift in the earth, filled with bones and vines.
The bloodstains and carcasses
The claw-carved totems and obelisks

Scene: Prince

of

Predators

The Feral Prince is a great cat, whose body
is rotting slowly over thousands of years.
He wears a small copper and stone crown,
and is wrapped in molding, festering purple
silk scarves. He is the proud hunter-king
of this rift.
If the Apprentice encounters the Prince, they
must pay half of their dice in Steel to hold
steady in face of the beast, if they choose not
to, draw a card from the Red Deck to see what
happens. Draw a Green Card after they escape.

Pouches
A short, squat, cat, that stands upright and
speaks in a gruff voice. Pouches wears a
small leather hood, with ear-holes cut out, and
a thick leather belt with a bulbous assortment
of pouches attached to it.
Handy with mending things
Fond of fish and pipeleaf

Gift: Collector
Pouches is a tinker in training and a sharp
appraiser of craftsmanship. His lives here
in the Mystwood have granted him wisdom
and insight about the many makers and
magics that come from these kingdoms.
If Pouches helps the Apprentice to identify
the nature of something crafted, the
Apprentice gets three bonus Hits on any
Test of Stars.

Brannen
The curse laid upon him is so old that
it's anyone's guess if Brannen was a crow
cursed to be a man, or a man cursed to be
a crow. Time has taken the memories, and
only Time will tell...
He has shimmering black wings
He can play the Lute quite well

Gift: Graceful Flight
Brannen can fly, with ease and grace, and
often navigates simply by taking to the
skies and traveling over the Mystwood,
rather than through it. When Brannen
travels with you, he can scout the area
around you briefly. When he does, if your
next Card is Green or Orange, have the
Questmaster draw three, read the title only,
and choose one based on that.

Noric
Noric is a great horned bear. His clawed
hands, however write perfect script, and his
deep voice speaks with poetic resonance. He
is a very wise and well-spoken horned bear.
Well read and very well spoken
Versed in a great deal of Lore

Gift: Bear
When the Apprentice faces threats from
monsters or viscious animals, and Noric
is there to help or protect them, the fact
that a giant bear is present gives the
Apprentice 3 bonus Hits when Testing Fate
to be intimidating or fight.

Gift: Master

of

Languages

Noric can speak and read any language
you hear or see written in the Mystwood.

Ellory
A filcher and burglar, Ellory is a quick-witted
and soft-spoken mouse, half the size of a
man, with a penchant for theft and a desire to
see strange places.
She is silent as falling snow
She is graceful as moving water

Gift: Deep Pockets
When you travel with Ellory, if any trouble
should befall you, she is never there, and
always shows up later. If you are told
to discard any Purple Cards or anything
from your Inventory, you can say that
Ellory had already taken it. The next time
you see each other she might give it back.

Flaw: Sticky Fingers
When you part ways with Ellory, name two
things on your Inventory that become hers.

The Pellantryst
It has been ages since the Pellantryst Knights
first set out to better the world. But it has
only been 200 years since this one first left
that secret fortress so far away.
Her great, black steel sword
Her round, white wooden shield

Gift: Truthbringer
The Pellantryst see through lies as we see
through clear sky. When someone speaks a
lie and the Pellantryst hears it, she knows
not only what is false, but what is true.
Lies reveal to her more, sometimes, than
honesty itself.

Flaw: Questbound
The Pellantryst is only traveling through
the Mystwood. After three Cards are
played, they must take their own path.

Acorn
A small Sappling, Acorn is only seven feet
tall, and barely speaks more than a few words
in any tongue. They move with some speed,
however, and seem always cheerful and awestruck at the Mystwood around them.
Their dark, glittering green stone eyes
Their strange voice
Their slow demeanor
Their ability to rejuvenate from even a twig

Gift: Tough

as a

Root

Even at this young age, to any human
Acorn is a towering tree-creature, as tough
as wood. Any attempts to hurt Acorn can
only fail, unless they are magical or of fire.
Should harm come upon them, they grow
back slowly but within minutes.

The Great Chasm
This path leads along the edge of a great
chasm. Below you hear nothing but the music
of swirling wind, and you can see little more
than myst dancing to the tune...
Shadows and Void
Boulders, Stones, rocks and pebbles
An ancient chord looped through iron rings
that serves as a guide rail
An element from earlier in the story

Crossroads:
These are the ways onward...
The Foggy Tunnel		

+1 Steel

The Knot Rope Ladder

+1 Flame

The Narrow Stone Bridge

+1 Stars

Now Draw

an

Orange Card

The Fallen Spire
This path leads through a long, narrow tower,
now fallen on it's side at a strange, steep angle
downwards; it sits half-buried in the rocky
hills, like a splinter into the earth.
A snowscape of old parchment
Little fires just where you can't see
Ask: What creatures have you heard of in
the Darkhollows of the Mystwood? Which
of these frighten you most?

Crossroads:
These are the ways onward...
The Opaque Window

+1 Stars

The Burrowed Hole

+1 Steel

The Water Portal

+1 Flame

Now Draw

an

Orange Card

The T oadstool Trail
This path is surrounded by great toadstools.
The larger ones grow above the treeline, and
are as big around as the Tower back home.
The ground is peppered with little ones.
Autumn Colors and warm, wet air
Smell of mildew and soil
Bugs and Caterpillars
Ask: What do you know about
Mushrooms? Potions? Herbalism?

Crossroads:
These are the ways onward...
The Old Mill Bridge 		

+1 Flame

The Wyrm's Hole 		

+1 Steel

Now Draw

an

Orange Card

The Abandoned Boat
You find yourself along a deep and slow
moving stream, with a single dock. The water
is dark green, and a small crossing boat
sits, still ready to sail, covered in lichen and
mushrooms. There is an ornate carved oar on
a stone holder nearby.
The sound of gentle waters
The dense canopy of trees all around
Ask: Can you swim? Do you like to?

Crossroads:
These are the ways onward...
The Boat Downstream

+1 All Traits,

Cross to Other Side of River

+2 Steel

The Boat Upstream

+2 Stars

Now Draw

an

Orange Card

The Deer Trail
An old animal trail goes cutting through the
thicket. Low branches claw at your shoulders
and face. The trail is clear to see, but difficult
for a human to walk. The woods are rich with
sound and scent.
The clear stream
The light filtered through leaves
The wind in the branches

Crossroads:
Up the winding slope...
-2 Steel, +2 Stars, +2 Flame
Down into the valley...
-1 Steel, +2 Flame, +1 Stars
Turn back or press into the thicket...
+2 Steel, -1 Flame, +1 Stars

Now Draw

an

Orange Card

The Lily Field
A wide open field emerges under the sky.
The treeline is dark all around it, but the sky
shines down on a waist-deep sea of white and
green, breathtaking and peaceful.
The tall stone sticking up in the distance
The little white butterflies all around
The large creature traipsing through the
trees, taller than the canopy, very, very far
in the distance
Ask: Are you afraid of the Mystwood?
What do you wish you had with you?
What does the sky look like, and what
time is it?

Exit:
The Treeline around the Field

Now Draw

an

+2 All Traits

Orange Card

The Gullies
An ancient, winding river, now frayed and
dried to stoney creekbeds, has carved the
landscape into a series of trenches over a
dozen feet deep. The earth here is dark red
clay, and someone has built crude roads
throughout the landscape from log bridges
and stone pathways that spread like a net
across the gullies.
The gurgling creeks
The croaking of toads

Crossroads:
These are the ways onward...
The Log Paths

+1 Stars, -1 Steel

The Cavern 		

+1 Steel, -1 Stars

Follow the Creek

+1 Flame, -1 Flame

Now Draw

an

Orange Card

The Bluffside Trail
A steep, narrow switchback trail leads up
along a tall cliffside. The steps winnow up
between boulders and trees jutting out at
strange angles. Old vines and roots net their
way down the rocks.
The little crab-like creatures on the rocks
The spider web across the path
The piercing cry of a great bird

The Gap In The Trail
A deep chasm is cut through the rocks and
breaks the trail in half.
If they can find their way across, they add
one to all Traits. Draw an Orange Card.
If they should fall or enter into the chasm, or
if they seek a route away from the trail along
the chasm, Draw a Black Card.

The Old Bridge
An arcane bridge has been cast here from
magic old and unique. The passage is made
from heavy stones, rough on the bottom but
smooth and grassy on the top, hanging in the
air with nothing but a patchwork of roots
to keep them in place, each a link in a chain.
Each small floating island has a single great
tree at it's center, their roots reaching out to
hold fast to the others along the bridge.
The smell of cooking meat on the wind
The open sky above, the ravine below

The Ancient Bridge
The ravine below is vast and deep.
If they can find their way across, they add
one to all Traits. Draw an Orange Card.
If they should fall or descend into the ravine,
Draw a Black Card.

The Mirewood
The soil is black muck and the air is a
mixture of stench and green vapors. The trees
here are serpentine, gnarled, and black with
ashen splotches over smooth bark. Everything
is greased with mire.
The tall, thin-legged birds
The indiscernible moss-covered statues
An element from earlier in the story

Crossroads:
These are the ways onward...
The Path of Clean Boulders +1 Stars, -1 Steel
The Found Barrel as a Boat +1 Steel, -1 Stars
Enchanted Mirebird

Now Draw

+2 Stars

an

Orange Card

The Dragonflight
Perched on a large stump, with bright purple
banners, is a giant Dragonfly named Pretch.
She is wrapped in a fine brass and leather
harness, with mystic runes embroidered into it.
She is a courier of travelers, and a seeker of
those that end up lost in the Mystwood.
Her small, clean hovel behind her
The strangeness of the runes she wears

As

the

Pretch Flies

A Test of Flame can convince Pretch to
fly the Apprentice over the canopy in any
direction they choose. Fail and they can still
trade something they have on them for the
fee. If they continue on foot, draw a Green
Card. If Pretch flies them, they can draw three
Orange cards, read only their titles and opening
descriptions, and pick the one they want next.

The Zipline
High up in the trees there is a thin wire
stretched through open patches of branch and
canopy, almost impossible to spot. It's ancient
for sure, and some magic is woven into it, as
the trees have grown up around it for years,
but never encroached on it's reach.
The silvery, metallic cable
The stone gargoyle faces that grip the
chord in their grinning, fanged faces

The Grappler
If the Apprentice chooses to investigate the
zipline, they'll find an ancient mechanical
grappler, with it they can glide through the trees
If they choose to take the Zipline, add 3 to their
Steel. If they choose to continue on foot, add 2
to their Stars.

Now Draw

an

Orange Card

The Ferns
Giant ferns and swamps mark this wetland.
Beaver dams hold it together and there
are lots of cattails, newts, and redwinged
blackbirds there. In tucked away places the
nettles are small and various shades of purple.
The mossy patches, perfect for sitting
The ancient, hand-painted sign that marks
this wetland as "McLane's Creek"
An element from earlier in the story

Crossroads:
These are the ways onward...
The Old Farm Field 		

+1 Flame

The Treeline 			

+1 Steel

The Fenceline			

+1 Stars

Now Draw

an

Orange Card

The Treehouse
A great treehouse stands here. It's hard to tell
if someone lives in this home, or if it's been
long left alone and preserved by the quiet of
this woods. It looks about the right size for a
human, and somewhat unfinished.
The old steps carved of wood

The Path

of

Trees

There is a strange glyph carved into the door
of the Treehouse, and standing at the back of
it, you can see the same glyph carved into a
nearby tree. From that tree another glyph can
be seen on a tree even further off.
If the Apprentice chooses to follow the Glyph
Pass, they gain one in all Traits.
If they choose to continue on foot, add two to
their Stars.

Now Draw

an

Orange Card

The WEll
Someone long ago created a great metal pipe
that runs deep into the earth here. From the
rich, cold rivers far below this pipe pours
forth clean water to drink.
The marks and notes of countless travelers
that have passed by here
The sound of cool rushing waters
If the Apprentice should drink from this well,
add 2 to their Steel, and 1 to their Flame.

Crossroads:
These are the ways onward...
Toward the Western wind

+1 Flame

Following the scent of food

+1 Steel

Up the tall hill 		

+1 Stars

Now Draw

an

Orange Card

The Ladder Cliff
A great ladder is here, longer than you can see
the bottom of, leading over the edge of a great
cliff. The make is wood and leather, but it
seems unnaturally strong and ancient.
The astounding view over the edge of this
cliffside, and the canopy of the woods
The great birds flying in the distance
The swirling fog that obscures where the
ladder reaches down into
An element from earlier in the story

Crossroads:
These are the ways onward...
Down the ladder		

+3 Steel

Along the edge of the Cliff

+1 All Traits

Now Draw

an

Orange Card

The snake Cave
A great snake skull is carved into the stone
of the earth here, and the mouth is a gaping
entrance to a black tunnel. On either side of
this portal stairs wind up into the hills beyond.
The archaic glyphs etched into each stair
The crystals, as large as dinner plates,
placed in the serpent's skull for eyes
The whistle of wind coming from deep in
the tunnel

Crossroads:
These are the ways onward...
Into the Serpents Tunnel

+2 Steel

The Stairs into the Hills

+1 All Traits

The Path onward		

+2 Flame

Now Draw

an

Orange Card

The Snailwood
Everything here is slick with slugslime. Great
dragonflies buzz in the air, and snails, some
as large as cows, graze peacefully about.
The smell of mold and must
The glow of some iridescent slugs
An element from earlier in the story

Crossroads:
These are the ways onward...
Down the Slimeslope		

+2 Steel

Into the Giant Snailshell

+1 All Traits

Along the Riverbank		

+2 Flame

Now Draw

an

Orange Card

The Edge of the

Mystwood
PLAY THIS CARD FIRST
You are standing at the edge of a great forest,
the tall canopy stretches out, covering the sun
and shrouding the earth.
Ask: What season is it? What is the
weather like? What time of day?
How far into the Mystwood have you
been before now?
What are you bringing with you?

Add

one die to one

Trait

And take your first steps into the quest.

Now Draw

a

Green Card

The Camp of the Blind
Sitting in a quiet circle around a campfire, is a
group of seven strangers. The smell of hearty
stew and pipeleaf simmers in the air. As the
Apprentice draws near it becomes apparent
that they are all wearing various half-masks
to cover their eyes.
Their strange clothes, & beautiful songs
The large beast carrying their wagon

Scene: Company

of the

Blind

The Blind Company will offer the Apprentice
room by the fire, food and drink. If this
is accepted without question, or taken for
payment, the Blind Company will accept
them, Draw a Green Card. If the Apprentice
shows any signs of distrust in the Blind
Company, they will vanish pointedly, draw
both a Black and Red card.

The Chained Vulture
At a crossroads here there is an enormous
haggard vulture, chained to a great pillar of
stone. The creature looks tired, and ancient.
The scattered bones at it's feet
The bare patches of wounded skin
Does it speak?

Scene: Fate

of the

Vulture

The Vulture is a penitent soul. If the
Apprentice pays the Vulture any kindness,
their Stars increase by one and their Flame
by two. Enduring the attention of the Vulture
is a Test of Steel. If they show any fear in
the face of the Vulture, the creature unsettles
them and they must draw a Red Card. Play
out this scene to see what happens, then
Draw a Green Card.

The Stone Troll
A rift in the earth shows a vast stone quarry
between the Apprentice and the way forward.
Almost as soon as they've started into it, the
sounds of rocks being crushed under the
blows of a pick ax meet their ears.
The Trolls rocky flesh, and smooth tusks
The Trolls fine jewels and ornate gear
What is the Trolls demeanor?

Trial: Tolls

and

Tricks

If the Troll spots them it will assume they are
a threat and defend itself and it's domain. If
they choose to speak to the Troll it will reveal
its demeanor. To pass the Troll's area they
must pay it a tax of some kind, or double
back. The tax can be almost anything, but
might require a test to convince the Troll.
Once passage is paid for, draw a Green Card.

The Rusted Rampart
The trees here are made of raw iron, which
the rains have rusted to a dark red. The
leaves, like tin foil, litter the ground, and the
soft earth is a slimy mud. The far edge of
this realm is marked by an iron rampart, and
built into this wall is a Tavern, with the hand
painted sign naming it Edgars.
Mechanical people, are they tall or short?
Ancient Knights in rusted red armor,
seemingly tired and pleasant
Scene: The Rusted Round Table
If they stay at the Rampart, one of the
Knights will eventually demand a story of the
Apprentice. To tell one worthwhile they Test
their Flame. A Pass and the whole room is
overjoyed, they can draw a Purple Card. A
Fail and the crowd is asleep. Whenever they
should leave, draw a Green Card.

The Tinkersmith
At this crossroads a tinkersmith is trading
broken things for mended ones.
Her tall, beautiful steed
Her oversized travel backpack
An element from earlier in the story

Scene: What's Broken
The Tinkersmith will gladly mend whatever
broken or damaged items the Apprentice
would like to have fixed. All it takes is
discarding one die from their Flame Trait, to
mark the time it takes to spend sitting and
listening to their host as she mends whatever
they give her. If they do not spend the time,
whatever mending she makes will not hold.
Otherwise, it's better than new.
Whenever they move on, draw a Green Card.

The Night Bazaar
A massive tree, now long since dead, has been
hollowed and carved into a great open bazaar.
The outside is a garden of colored banners
and parchment fliers, the interior a series
of levels and walkways, filled with countless
carts, tents, shops and traders of all kinds.
The pinpricks of lanternlight like stars
The strange blackened wood coin currency
The music of a busker, and din of loud talk

Scene: The Mystmerchants
Entering the Bazaar, the Apprentice must
Test their Flame against the traders and
dealers. A Pass and they draw a Purple
Card. A Fail and hours pass in distraction.
Ask them what they traded away, and what
unfortunate thing they got in return.
Whenever they move on, draw a Green Card.

The Riverwalk
A swift, deep river cuts through the woods, and
on either side for a short mile there are shops,
taverns, inns and mills, all crammed close
along the docks that cover the shores. Short
human-like people live here, with tall woolly
ears and glittering, solid colored eyes. They
have chittering voices and short bushy tails,
and are eager to welcome a traveler.
The clatter of wooden spoons and the
pounding of deep drums
The a bustle of small children running by

Scene: The Pie Eating Contest
A small group has gathered for a redberry
pie eating contest. If the Apprentice should
join in, Test their Flame. Pass and they can
draw a Purple Card to mark their Prize.
Whenever they move on, draw a Green Card.

The Stone One
The forest opens up here, to a series of clear,
still pools. The water is cool and refreshing.
At the center of one such pool, seemingly at
random, what seems like an elaborate stone
statue, is actually an ancient being...
The wise and slow voice of the Stone One
The birds that gather to listen and learn
The ripples on the water where it sits

Scene: The Riddle

of

Flame

Dies, half its life, Lives the rest.
Dances without music;
Breathes without breath. What is it?
Test their Stars for the answer. Pass and the
Stone One will grant them a boon, draw Purple
Card. Fail or avoid the stone one, and they
loose half their dice in Stars.
Whenever they move on, draw a Green Card.

The Antlered Woman
The Apprentice is caught at arrowpoint, a
tall, antlered woman with deer legs and green
leather armor staring cold at them. The
Apprentice has strayed into her hunting
ground and she wishes an explanation quickly.
Her bone necklace
The pale wooden bow she carries
The bright orange hawkbird perched nearby

Trial: An Explanation
To speak quickly the Apprentice must Test
their Flame; to escape on foot, Test their
Steel. If they win her trust the Antlered
Woman will be kind to them, and guide them
to a safe passage, add one to their Traits and
draw a Green Card. Otherwise they escape
in a rain of arrows drawing a Red Card and
you draw a Black Card next.

The Gatoryn Gambit
A strange creature, half man, half cat. They
seem to smile, and gesture the Apprentice
close. Before them are a deck of cards, worn
and beautiful. Their eye flickers with delight.
The Gatoryn's Fine Clothes
The smell of cooked fish and pipeleaf
The broken instrument the Gatoryn nearby

Scene: The Cat's Cards
If the Apprentice chooses to play cards with
the Gatoryn, they must Test their Flame. If
they Pass the Gatoryn will give them a Silver
Coin. The next time they are to draw Purple
they can pull 3 cards, choosing the one they
want and shuffling the rest back in. If they
Fail, the Gatoryn will rob them of one Purple
Card, if they have one. Play this scene out,
then draw a Green Card.

The Scrollmaker
In a clearing in the woods is an old cabin.
Inside the walls are covered in ancient texts,
parchments, signs and scrolls. And amidst it
all is an ancient elder, with eyebrows so long
they reach out past their wide-brimmed hat.
The smell of turpentine and woodsmoke
The rattling of a massive mechanical thing

Scene: The Book

of

Maps

If they come anywhere near the Scrollmaker's
house, he will want to ask them every detail
about their travels. All knowledge is beyond
valuable to them, since they are adding to
their Book of Maps about the Mystwood.
Test the Apprentice Stars to recall the path
so far, and if they Pass they can draw a
Purple Card as gift from the Scrollmaker.
Play it out, then draw a Green Card.

The Underbridge
There is an old Crossroads here, where a
very ancient road reaches out and becomes a
crumbled bridge over a shallow river. Below it
another road, overgrown with grass and time,
routs under the half-arch of this causeway.
The lights of some kind off in the distance
The light of fires on both sides of the river

Scene: The Dancers
Under the half bridge, the Apprentice will
find a collection of beautiful and strange
folk. They are covered in red and orange
feathers, with arms that are also wings, with
long serpents tails. They are playing drums,
pipes, and lutes, in a feverish, fiery cacophony
of wonderful music. If the Apprentice should
dance with them, add 3 to their Flame. Play
it out, then draw a Green Card.

The Treasure Trail
A small path goes down into a ravine. It is
clearly an animal track, as no person would
easily walk this path.
The sight of another trail, easier, and much
more traveled, up high above

Scene: The Trinkets
Only a few paces down the this path, the
Apprentice will kick, step on, or spot a small
quartz crystal. It's wrapped in leather, with
a long strand perfect to wear as a necklace.
A moment later another knicknack will
appear. At first these are all mundane items,
but if they should look for more, have them
Test their Stars. Pass and they can draw
from the Purple deck. Miss and they can
still draw, but they must leave something of
their own along the trail. Play out this scene,
inventing things to find, then draw a Green Card.

The Myst Dragon
The road here leads to a great ruins, barely
visible amidst the fog that lingers everywhere.
Just a few paces into the ruins and the
world is gray and white. Wherever the ruins
are disturbed they erupt into a blossom of
glittering dust and vanish into nothingness.
The gentle lull of the wind, like gentle
breathing
The utter lack of writing anywhere

Scene: The Myst Dragon
Sleeping peacefully for thousands of years is
a Myst Dragon, coiled around a single tower
at the center of the ruins.
If they brave touching the sleeping beast,
draw from the Purple deck. Whatever comes
up they see in their next dream, and find it
when they wake. Draw a Green Card next.

The Haberdasher
A high, rickety brick and straw hut stands
here, almost like a tower. All around there are
farm animals being tended to by small rabbitlike creatures.
Everything here wears a hat, no matter
how small or elaborate it must be made
The Haberdasher can be heard shouting in
the hut before they ever approach
The Goblins are tired and grumbling

Scene: Hat Wizard
If they should offer a trade, spell, or payment
for a Hat, they Pick: Fancy, for Flame,
Armored for Steel, or Practical, for Stars. So
long as they are wearing their hat they get
two free Hits on any roll with the appropriate
Trait, as if they'd rolled two extra dice that
came up evens. Next draw a Green Card.

The Wordless Court
Single file through the high trees, humming
low tones to themselves. Each wear a mask,
solid white, with silver designs etched into the
surface, and dark green robes.
The great stone chest they bear
The chains of gold that tie them together
Golden fireflies that linger near them

Scene: Unspoken Wishes
The Wordless Court has forsaken speech, as
a wicked and untrue means of connection,
though they harbor no malice toward those
who still speak. Test Fate to know this, or
to figure it out. If the Apprentice speaks to
them with words they are ignored by the
Court. If the Apprentice seeks to communicate
without words, they can draw a Purple Card.
Play this out, then draw a Black Card.

The Blackened Wood
Here the ground is ash and the trees are
all black skeletons bereft of green and life.
The air is crisp and clear, but the smell of
smoke is thick, and the wind stings your
eyes. In such a dreary landscape it would be
impossible to see the trail, if not for a series
of glowing stone obelisks that light a path.
The shadows of something darting about
The mix of stardust and soot in the air

Trial: The Broken Obelisk
At some point the path fails because of a broken
obelisk, It's a Test of Fate to repair it, or discern
their way onward through the Blackened wood.
Should they manage to rekindle the obelisk, or
divine their way onto the path again, draw a
Green Card. Should they become lost or loose
the path, draw a Black Card.

The Wood Sword
What seems a simple toy sword is
rich with ancient enchantment. It feels
perfectly weighted in your hand, and
cut just for your reach. When you
strike it does not miss.
Does it cut as if it were a real blade?
What details does it have?

With

this

Relic:

When you Test your Steel to battle a
foe or hack at something with the Wood
Sword, you get three bonus Hits. The
Wood sword never breaks.

The Aspengloves
These are made from what seems like
weave of the papery bark of an Aspen
tree. They are light, warm and seem
as tough as hardened leather.
How long are these gloves? Are they
Fingerless, or mittens, or elbow length?
What strange symbol is sewn into them?

With

this

Relic:

Whenever you Test your Steel to see if
you can throw, catch or block something
small enough you can lift, you get one
bonus Hit to the result.

The Red Boots
These are beautiful, rich red boots
with bright yellow laces and copper
details. They just happen to fit you.
What style of boot are they?
How old do they seem?
What condition are they in?

With

this

Relic:

You grow less and less weary from
walking or traveling. Each time you start
a Green Card add a die to one Trait.

The

Black Compass

This is a curious item. As you travel
with it the needle proves to be ignoring
North, and pointing instead toward
safer roads to travel...
What does it feel like in your hands?
Why does it make you uneasy a bit?

With

this

Relic:

When you draw an Orange Card, flip over
two instead, and pick the one that you like
better. Make this judgement based only
on the title and the opening italicized text,
only, do not read the details or the Scenes
or Trials.

The Blue T onic
A simple spherical glass bottle, with
a leather-wrapped cork lid. Inside the
bottle the blue liquid is bright and
sloshes like a thick oil.
How much is left?
How heavy is it?

With

this

Relic:

When you drink from this Blue Tonic, the
Questmaster will be allowed to rearrange
your Traits, moving up to 6 dice from
one card to another. When they are done,
place 3 dice of your own on any of your
Traits. As this strange thing happens,
explain the symptoms of the tonic, and it's
pleasant or disheartening effects.

The Follower
A small creature is following you. It's
not long before you realize it's not
going away, and, strangely, you find
you don't want it to. Pick one type of
creature from the list:
A dog or cat or rabbit
A falcon or hawk or owl
A raccoon or fox or mouse

With

this

Companion:

If it makes sense that your animal
companion can aid you in a Test of Fate,
add one bonus Hit to the results. At
your option you can choose to add 3
extra Hits, but after that your companion
leaves you and returns to their home.

The Guide
You find a kindly denizen of the
Mystwood along your path. They are
willing to help you find your way.
What do they look like?
What are they doing as you find them?

Keep

this

Card:

Until you decide to play it. Before
any Test on an Orange or Green card
you can introduce the Guide, have the
Questmaster pick from the Blue Deck to
see who it is. The Guide will show you
safe passage, granting you 5 bonus Hits
on any Tests for that Card. After that
the Guide can join you or go their own
way, as the Questmaster sees fit.

The

Cloak of POckets

This is a dark blue cloak with a deep
hood and silver embroidery.
How many pockets are on the inside?
What makes it clear these pockets are
magical?

With

this

Relic:

When you face a Test of Fate that might
be made easier with a small trinket or
tool that could possibly fit in one of the
many pockets of this cloak, roll one die
to represent checking to see what's there.
If it rolls a Hit, you find something useful
or suitable, and it adds one bonus Hit to
the next Test wherein you use it. A Fail
and you find something shoddy or not
quite suited to the need.

The Myst lens
A strange piece of equipment, leather
straps and brass rings holding two
crystal lenses in place to cover the
eyes like goggles.
What dials or notches mark the device?
How old do they seem? How durable?

With

this

Relic:

You see the world in a wash of prismatic
color, no matter the darkness or smoke
or myst that might cloud your vision
otherwise. When a situation calls
for you to Test your Fate based on
not being able to see, no need to roll.
Instead, add one to a Trait and use these
to see the way.

The Rain Pendant
A tiny, simple blue stone, polished by
the river, and wrapped in silver wire.
Does it hang from a leather strap?
Is it cool to the touch?

With

this

Relic:

Rain and snow will not fall upon you,
but will instead roll away as if you
were covered by a large glass dome.
The invisible field only keeps natural
precipitation at bay, and does not
interfere with other magics. So long as
you have your Rain Pendant on your
person, any calls for a Test of Fate
based on enduring rainfall or snowfall do
not need to be rolled. Instead, add one to
a Trait and travel dry and comfortable.

The Lantern
A seemingly small ball of glass
wrapped in slivers of iron. When held
aloft the glass begins to glow like a
bright white fire, and hovers near to
whoever put it there.
Are there runes in the ironwork?
How heavy does it feel?

With

this

Relic:

You have a free, traveling, hovering
lightsource. It penetrates even
supernatural darkness for a few feet
around you, and otherwise casts a small,
unobtrusive white light that you can
somehow see in as if it were bright day.
The orb is indestructible.

The SeekerThread
A spindle of bright red yarn, soft to
the touch, with something tingling to
it's texture.
What does the spindle look like?
Does the thread change color?

With

this

Relic:

When you tie this thread around another
person or thing the part that was tied
suddenly disappears. Until the spell is
undone whoever tied the thread has
an unwavering sense of direction and
circumstances for what was tethered.
This can only tether three things at a
time. Tethering a fourth undoes the spell
to the first thing tethered.

Travelworne
You are filthy, disheveled and stained.
Describe how the road here has left
your clothes in tatters and your body
weary with the weight of this journey.
Are your clothes in need of mending?
How will this make traveling worse?
What do you miss the most about the
good life back at the Tower?

Keep

this

Card:

Until you rest and get the chance to mend
up your travel weary gear and spirits.
Until then, always turn one Success to a
Fail on Any Test of Flame.

Headache
Your head is in a fog of dull pain.
Your skull is aching down into your
back and shoulders, and your senses
feel a bit distant.
It's not unbearable, but you're certainly
distracted by the pain.
What got you this headache?
How do you alter your efforts in reply?
Why can't you deal with it by magic?

Keep

this

Card:

For the next two cards, then discard
it. Until then, you're fuzzy from the
discomfort. Any Test of Stars you
make can only roll 3 dice.

The Sickle Scar
Your flesh is marked. You can't be
certain how long it's been there, but
something is most certainly scrying
for you. The mark is their beacon.
Where is the mark on your body?
Name who or what you think cast it.
What does it look like?

Keep

this

Card:

Until you cross a Black Card, or discover
some means to ward or break the curse.
Until the Sickle Scar is removed, every
time you draw a new Orange or Green
card, loose one Steel. If this puts you
below 3 Steel, the next card you must
draw is from the Black deck.

Sickness
You feel it now. A twist in your
stomach, a weariness in your muscles.
Your feet are becoming weights,
and your skin wet with sweat. A
magefever is coming over you.
What's the worst sickness you've ever
had? Who took care of you?
How can you travel like this?

Keep

this

Card:

Magefever cannot easily cured or countered
by magic. Until you rest or pass 3 cards,
any Test you make with results higher
than 3 Successes is still treated as barely
a victory and you gain no dice for it; you're
just too sick to do any better.

Lost Item
Somewhere back there you lost
something. And just when you need it,
you'll find nothing but a hole in your
pocket, or a buckle loose on your bag.
List some things that you have with
you that you might have lost.
Who gave them to you?

Keep

this

Card:

Until you think of something you could
use to help in a situation. Then discard
this card, as you discover you've lost it,
and remove one from a Trait to mark
feeling disheartened by this.

Hungry
Perhaps you forgot to eat before you
set out. Perhaps you're just more
weary than usual from the journey.
What is your favorite food?
What food do you have with you?
What makes it so difficult to use magic
for creating or finding food?

Keep

this

Card:

Until you find or prepare something to
eat, any Test of Steel you make discards
one Success.

Woodcurse
It is said that those who dwindle too
long in the Mystwood find themselves
followed by it. You're no exception.
Pick one strange development from
the list below:
A cold breeze around you all the time
A low-hanging fog that follows you
Indiscernible light of fires around you

Keep

this

Card:

Until you can discern or discover a
magical cure for your new curse. So
long as you keep this warping, treat it
like a Gift when Testing your Flame with
other Denizens of the Mystwood. The
Questmaster will say what cures the curse.

Woodcurse
It is said that those who dwindle
too long in the Mystwood begin to
understand it in strange ways. Pick a
new sense from below:
Flaw: Blinded by Daylight
The chattering foolishness of birdsong
You can only smell leaves, taste earth

Keep

this

Card:

Until you can discern or discover a
magical cure for your new features. The
Questmaster will detail how this curse
works, and answer how it can be cured.

Woodcurse
It is said that those who dwindle
too long in the Mystwood find
themselves marked by it. You're no
exception. Pick two strange physical
transformations from below:
Antlers or Horns
Bark growing where skin should be
Small, uncomfortable, vestigial wings

Keep

this

Card:

Until you can discern or discover a
magical cure for your new features. Or
don't discard it at all. So long as you
keep this curse, treat it like a Gift when
Testing your Flame with other Denizens
of the Mystwood.

Wounded
Imagine a wound that comes as the
result of having to draw this card.
Describe how bad it is, and why you
can't immediately heal it with magic.
Are you limping or flinching from this?
What can you do about it immediately?
What do you need to heal yourself by
magical means?

Keep

this

Card:

Until you rest or get the chance to heal
yourself with magic or medicine. Until
you deal with your Wounds any Test of
Steel you attempt can only be rolled
with a maximum of three dice.

Wounded
Imagine a wound that comes as the
result of having to draw this card.
Describe how bad it is, and why you
can't immediately heal it with magic.
Are you limping or flinching from this?
What can you do about it immediately?
What do you need to heal yourself by
magical means?

Keep

this

Card:

Until you rest or get the chance to heal
yourself with magic or medicine. Until
you deal with your Wounds any Test of
Steel you attempt can only be rolled
with a maximum of three dice.

Wounded
Imagine a wound that comes as the
result of having to draw this card.
Describe how bad it is, and why you
can't immediately heal it with magic.
Are you limping or flinching from this?
What can you do about it immediately?
What do you need to heal yourself by
magical means?

Keep

this

Card:

Until you rest or get the chance to heal
yourself with magic or medicine. Until
you deal with your Wounds any Test of
Steel you attempt can only be rolled
with a maximum of three dice.

Going Home
When it is time to return home from the
Quest, instead of drawing Orange or Black
cards, only draw Silver cards in their stead.
You can pick any number of Silver Cards to
play for the journey back home, they do not
have to be randomly chosen. They can be
played in any order by the Questmaster.
After these Silver cards have been played
through, draw one last Green Card, and then
the Apprentice finds they are back at the
clearing, in sight of their Master's Tower.
They are home again, and the Quest is done.

The Familiar Face
For this Scene pick a familiar person
or place that was visited before. This
encounter will only be fleeting and the
moment is but a glimpse.
What has changed about this person
or place? What is obviously new?
What about them is clearly a change
that came about due to the Apprentice
crossing paths with them before?

Scene: The Good News
Crossing paths here again brings with it
good news. What good turn of events
has improved things since the Apprentice
last passed this way? After they play
out this scene, Draw a Green Card.

The Fond Memory
Ask the Apprentice what their favorite
person or place has been on this Quest.
They now pass back through that location,
and meet up again with their favorite
denizens for one last goodbye.
What is new here, since they last came
through this place?
What has changed as a result of their
passing through the first time?

Scene: Gifts
Returning to this place comes with Gifts.
If there is a Denizen here they have made
something wonderful for the Apprentice.
If not, the Apprentice writes down one
last Gift for all their Traits. After this
card Draw a Green Card.

The Frightful Glimpse
Now the Apprentice must return through a
Black Card previously played. Ask them
to pick one, if there is only one then that
is their pick. If they managed to avoid
the Black Deck entirely, pick another
Orange Card instead of this one.
Redescribe the Darkhollow as the same,
but with no obvious threat there this
time. Whatever danger was before has
vanished or moved on.

Scene: Glum Recollections
Though this Darkhollow was before a
frightful place, now that the Apprentice
returns it's scourge is diminished and
more easily resisted. Play through this
card again, then draw Green.

The Traveller’s Stone
On their way back the Apprentice will
find a large rough-hewn obelisk. Into it
is carved a series of names, recording
travellers that have passed before.
Their master's name is carved into the
stone somewhere toward the bottom.
Another Denizen they met has carved
their name as well, who is it?

Scene: True Names
Magic is often powered by True Names.
What nickname does the Apprentice
carve here? Or what spells are wrote on
the stone to keep evil from snatching up
power by left-behind secret names?

Denizens
The Questmaster uses this card to keep track of the Denizens of the
Mystwood, recording names and descriptions as they come up.

